Abstract-We study how to appropriately match users for two-user cooperative-diversity (CD) systems deploying an optimal-power-allocation (OPA) strategy, considering both the amplify and forward and the regenerate and forward CD schemes. The OPA strategies, which can minimize the total energy consumption for the cooperating pair, are derived for both CD schemes. Then, we study the location of the optimal partner for a user and develop a novel nonbipartite stable matching algorithm with a performance that is very close to the optimal maximum weighted (MW) matching algorithm. The proposed matching algorithm is simple to implement, and its computational complexity is one order lower than that of the optimal MW matching algorithm. Numerical results show that with the OPA and the proposed matching algorithm, a 9∼10 dB CD gain can be achieved, which is equivalent to prolonging the cell-phone-battery recharge time by about ten times.
I. INTRODUCTION
F UTURE wireless networks are expected to provide much higher data rates, energy efficiency, and reliability in a more cost-effective manner. With the state-of-the-art channel coding, energy and bandwidth efficiency in point-to-point communications can be made to approach the Shannon limit. On the other hand, battery life becomes the bottleneck for wireless devices. To meet the ever-increasing demand for higher data rates and longer battery life, a promising approach to further improve the energy and bandwidth efficiency is diversity reception. Cooperation among a group of users to transmit and relay the same signal can emulate a multiple transmit antenna environment to achieve spatial diversity gains. With the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, when a source transmits signals to a destination, neighboring users can also receive the signals. These neighboring users can relay the signals to the destination. The performance of cooperative diversity (CD) schemes heavily depends on the interuser channel condition. In this paper, we consider the cooperation between two users, i.e., two users relaying for each other, on the following bases: 1) the interuser channels incur transmission errors in practice; 2) the implementation complexity increases with the number of users participating in the cooperation; and 3) the spectral efficiency of the wireless channel decreases with the number of participating users.
Although there has been a large body of work on CD reported in the literature in recent years, e.g., [1] - [13] , the issue on how to optimize the system performance in a networked environment remains open. Optimizing the system performance involves the physical-layer CD scheme used (e.g., the amplify and forward CD schemes and the regenerate and forward CD schemes), the transmission power level of each user to satisfy their quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, and the partner selection or the matching strategy for the whole network. The physical-layer CD scheme used and the power level of each user should together decide the degree of CD energy gain of the cooperating pair of users or the energy gain of the individual user. The power needed for cooperative transmission or the power gain of cooperative transmission over noncooperative transmission can be used as weights for the matching (selection) algorithm at the network layer. In this paper, the terms partner selection and partner matching are interchangeably used.
Our objective is to minimize the overall energy-consumption rate in the network by appropriately grouping users and setting their power levels according to their QoS requirements. Since mobile users in wireless networks change their locations from time to time, by minimizing the energy spent by all users in the cell, the long term energy consumption rate of each user can be minimized so that the average battery recharge time can significantly be prolonged. In addition, the power allocation and matching algorithm should be with low overhead, low computational complexity, and easy implementation.
In this paper, we first formulate and solve the powerallocation problems of two-user cooperation in cellular networks, considering both the amplify and forward and the regenerate and forward CD systems. We also extend the optimal power allocation (OPA) problems with the constraint that the relaying power at the partner be equal to the source's transmission power. We refer to this as the equal power constraint, which is desired for static wireless networks like sensor networks, in which nodes are equipped with the same initial energy. The objective is to maximize the lifetime of the network; it is therefore necessary to minimize the energy consumption of the nodes with the maximum energy consumption rate. In this situation, equal power allocation (EPA) can maximize the lifetime of the pair. We then study the location of the optimal partner for a user and how to match the users to maximize the energy gain of the whole network. The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we formulate the optimization problem to maximize CD gain in a wireless network, taking into consideration the operational characteristics of different layers. Second, we obtain OPA solutions for general CD schemes to minimize the total energy consumption for a cooperating pair, with and without the EPA constraint, and then substantiate the analysis by calculating the optimal powers for the amplify and forward CD scheme proposed in [1] and the regenerate and forward CD scheme proposed in [2] . We further determine the locations of a user's best partner to minimize the energy consumption of the user and to maximize the CD energy gain of the pair. Third, the analytical results motivate us to propose a simple matching algorithm that can achieve near optimal performance. The power allocation strategies can directly be applied to various CD schemes proposed in the literature, and the proposed matching algorithm can easily be implemented in a centralized or distributed manner.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model and the CD schemes considered. How to optimize the power allocation and the best partner's location is studied in Section III. Different matching algorithms are presented in Section IV. Numerical results are presented in Section V, followed by the related work and concluding remarks in Section VI and Section VII, respectively. Fig. 1 shows a wireless cellular network where the base station (BS) of a radio cell supports N mobile users. A user is capable of cooperating with another user, i.e., cooperation between two active users. The BS and the mobile devices each has a single antenna. The uplink signals transmitted by the sender and relayed by the partner are combined at the BS using maximal ratio combining. The CD scheme thus emulates a "two-input one-output" situation.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The interuser and the user to BS channels are assumed to exhibit frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading and are independent of each other. They are also static over a frame interval and independently change from frame to frame, and each frame consists of B bits. In addition, it is assumed that channel state information (CSI) is available at the respective receivers and that proper synchronization has been established.
There are two operational modes in performing cooperation between users to achieve CD: amplify and forward CD scheme and regenerate and forward CD scheme.
A. Amplify and Forward CD Scheme
With the amplify and forward CD scheme, the partner amplifies the signal received from the sender and retransmits it to the destination. The amplify and forward CD scheme proposed in [1] is used here. Binary-phase-shift-keying (BPSK) modulation is applied, and each receiver accumulates CSI and employs coherent detection. Each of the cooperating users is allocated with different frequency bands (centered at f 1 and f 2 ), and in each band, a user transmits signals in two time frames: One frame is dedicated for its own bits, and the other is for relaying the partner's bits. According to [1, eq. (13) ], the approximate bit error probability (BEP) of user 1 for high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be written as
The average received SNRs at the destination of the signals from users 1 and 2 areγ 1 = σ
, respectively, and the average received SNR at user 1 of the signal from user 2 isγ 1,2 = σ are the energies spent by the source (user 1) and the relay (user 2), respectively, in transmitting 1 bit for user 1. The approximate BEP of user 2 (P b2 ) can similarly be expressed.
B. Regenerate and Forward CD Scheme
With the regenerate and forward CD scheme, the partner detects the received signal and transmits the regenerated version to the destination. We consider the quadrature signaling based adaptive regenerate and forward CD scheme [2] in which the partner's device employs cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to check the correctness of the received frame before making a decision of whether to forward the message. The asymptotic behavior of BEP of the CD scheme is derived in terms of the received SNR at the relay and at the destination and validated as a tight bound using simulation. According to [2, eq. (12) ], the approximate BEP of user 1 (P b1 ), using QPSK 1 modulation, is rewritten for high SNR as
where
(1/n) for a B-bit frame. The approximate BEP of user 2 (P b2 ) can similarly be expressed.
By using the quadrature-signaling-based regenerate and forward CD scheme [2] , both the transmitting and the relaying bit energies at the respective user should be equal in order to avoid power imbalance in the in-phase and quadrature signaling. This is not the situation in other regenerate and forward CD schemes reported in the literature, e.g., [3] , [7] , [9] , and [11] .
III. OPA AND PARTNER LOCATION
Given the locations of the source and the relay, to satisfy the BEP requirements, the required power of the cooperating users depends on the quality of the interuser channel and the user-to-destination channels. How to minimize the total power consumption for the pair by appropriate power allocation is still an open issue. We first derive the OPA and EPA strategies for a general CD scheme and then substantiate the analysis by calculating the optimal powers for the amplify and forward CD scheme in [1] and the regenerate and forward CD scheme in [2] .
A. Power Allocation for Amplify and Forward CD Schemes
Since power and energy are directly related, in what follows, we use the term power allocation even though the optimization problem is formulated as a minimization of the energy.
1) Optimal Power Allocation (OPA): Let E S b i
and E R b i be the energies spent by user i to transmit and relay a bit, respectively. For the amplify and forward CD scheme, the OPA problem is
Here, e 1 and e 2 are the maximum tolerable BEPs for users 1 and 2, respectively. P b1 is a function of E S b1 and E R b2 , whereas P b2 is a function of E S b2 and E R b1 . Since each user can use different power levels for transmitting and relaying, E S b and E R b are independent of each other. Therefore, the optimization problem can be decomposed into two independent optimization problems as follows:
and
Note that for a given BEP of a user, the transmission power of the user is always a nonincreasing continuous convex function of the relay power of its partner and vice versa, as shown in Fig. 2 . To minimize the energy consumption (E S b1 + E R b2 ) with constraint P b1 ≤ e 1 , the optimal operating point is the tangent point of the dotted curve touched by the line with slope −1, i.e., point B in Fig. 2 . This is because all the points on the line with slope −1 correspond to the same value of (E S b1 + E R b2 ), and all other points on the dotted curve have higher total energy level than that of point B. Similarly, the solution for problem (5) is the tangent point of the solid curve touched by the line with slope −1, i.e., point A in Fig. 2 .
We verify this by using the amplify and forward CD scheme proposed in [1] . Let k 1 = σ 
By solving dE
and E R b2 can be written as
Similarly, for user 2 
2) Equal Power Allocation: To maximize the lifetime of the cooperative pair in static networks, the EPA is preferred. Since the energy usage level of both users is the same, we should add another constraint to the OPA. The optimization problem with equal power constraints can be formulated as
Obviously, for (14) , the optimal operating point is the intersection of the equal power line (the line with slope 1 and passing through the origin) and the dotted curve, i.e., point C in Fig. 2 . For the CD scheme in [1] , the optimal solution is given by
For (15), the intersection point D in Fig. 2 corresponds to the optimal solution given by
B. Power Allocation for Regenerate and Forward CD Scheme 1) Optimal Power Allocation:
For the regenerate and forward CD schemes, if the user can have different power levels for transmitting and relaying [3] , [7] , [9] , [11] , the optimization problem can be solved using the same approach as in the previous section. In a practical situation, when a user must have the same power level for transmitting and relaying due to implementation concern [2] , the power allocation problem can be formulated as the following convex optimization problem: where e 1 and e 2 are the maximum tolerable BEPs for users 1 and 2, respectively, E
The optimization problem can be solved as follows. As mentioned earlier, the transmission power of the user is always a nonincreasing continuous convex function of the relay power of its partner. For a given BEP, if E b1 is smaller, E b2 must be larger and vice versa. As shown in Fig. 3 , to guarantee that P b1 ≤ e 1 and P b2 ≤ e 2 , the energy levels of the two users should be in the intersection of the region above 2 the dotted and the solid curves, which is shown as the shaded area. To select the optimum operating point that minimizes the energy consumption (E b1 + E b2 ) with the constraints P b1 ≤ e 1 and P b2 ≤ e 2 , we should consider the following three cases.
Case I) The optimal operating point that satisfies P b1 = e 1 only is the tangent point of the dotted curve touched by the line with slope −1, i.e., point B in Fig. 3 . This is because all the points on the line with (dashed lines) slope −1 correspond to the same value of (E b1 + E b2 ), and all other points on the dotted curve have higher total energy levels than that of point B. If point B also satisfies P b2 ≤ e 2 , point B is the optimal solution for the OPA problem. Case II) If the condition in case I) is not satisfied, we can identify the optimal operating point to minimize the total energy with the constraint P b2 = e 2 only, which is the tangent point of the solid curve touched by the line with slope −1, i.e., point A in Fig. 3 . If point A also satisfies P b1 ≤ e 1 , point A is the optimal solution for the OPA problem. Case III) If the conditions in cases I) and II) are not satisfied, according to the following theorem, the two curves must intersect at a point which is the optimal operating point of the OPA problem.
) be the tangent point of (the solid curve in Fig. 3 ) P b2 (E b1 , E b2 ) = e 2 touched by the line with slope −1, and let B (E B b1 , E B b2 ) be the tangent point of (the dotted curve in Fig. 3 ) P b1 (E b1 , E b2 ) = e 1 touched by the line with slope −1.
) > e 2 , the two functions P b1 (E b1 , E b2 ) = e 1 and P b2 (E b1 , E b2 ) = e 2 must intersect at a point labeled C. C is located between the two parallel lines with slope 1: one passing through point A and the other passing through point B. Moreover, C is the optimal solution of the OPA problem in (18).
Proof: The line passing through point A with slope 1 intersects the solid curve at point A which must be above point A; otherwise, point A will satisfy the condition P b1 ≤ e 1 (case I), which contradicts the condition of the theorem. The line passing through point B with slope 1 intersects the solid curve at point B which must be above point B; otherwise, point B will satisfy the condition P b2 ≤ e 2 (case II), which contradicts the condition of the theorem. Given that P b1 (E b1 , E b2 ) = e 1 and P b2 (E b1 , E b2 ) = e 2 are continuous convex functions, AB and BA must intersect at one and only one point, i.e., point C. On the solid curve, from point A to B , E b1 + E b2 monotonically increases, and any point between A and C cannot satisfy P b1 (E b1 , E b2 ) ≤ e 1 . Thus, C is the point with the minimum E b1 + E b2 and satisfies both constraints, and it is the optimum solution.
By using the CD scheme proposed in [2] , (2) can be written as
The coordinates of point B can be obtained by solving
Similarly, for user 2
The coordinates of point A can be obtained by solving
The coordinates of the intersection point of P b1 = e 1 and P b2 = e 2 , which is point C, can be obtained from the solutions of a fifth order polynomial, which is obtained by substituting E b2 in (19) by the right-hand side of (20). The coordinates of points A, B, and C can numerically be solved.
2) Equal Power Allocation: For the case of EPA, both users are transmitting at equal power level. This requires one more constraint to the previously given OPA, and the optimization problem can be formulated as
and E b1 − E b2 = 0.
(21) Fig. 4 . One-dimensional analysis of the amplify and forward CD scheme.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the shaded area can guarantee the BEPs of the pair of users, and the intersection point of the equal power line with the boundary of the shaded area, which is point E, corresponds to the optimal solution.
Using the regenerate and forward CD scheme in [2] , by substituting E b1 = E b2 into (19) and (20), the coordinates of points D and E can be obtained, respectively. Between D and E, the point with the higher power level can satisfy both conditions P b1 ≤ e 1 and P b2 ≤ e 2 , and it will be the optimal equal power solution for the regenerate and forward CD scheme in [2] .
C. Optimal Partner Location
To facilitate the derivation of the matching algorithm, we study the location of the optimal partner based on the OPA. It is trivial to prove that the optimal partners' locations, which maximize the cooperative energy gain of the pair and minimize the power consumption rate of the user, are both on the line connecting the source and the destination (BS). Therefore, in the following, we determine the optimal locations of the partners in the one-dimensional line segment between the source and the destination.
Assume that the average CSI is proportional to the respective distance raised to the power α, i.e., σ
, where the path loss exponent α takes the value between two and six. Define maximum unit energy = max{E 
. Consider a pair of users; user 2 is located on the line between the BS and the user 1. By substituting P b1 = P b2 = 10 −3 , B = 128, N 0 = 1 unit power/Hz, the CSIs in terms of normalized distance, and α = 3, we demonstrate the trends of the maximum and the saved unit energies for the CD schemes with OPA and EPA, respectively.
In Figs. 4 and 5 , the x-axis represents the location of the partner while the destination is located at x = 0, and the source is located at x = 1 (the source-destination distance is normalized to 1 unit). The y-axis of Fig. 4(a) represents the maximum unit energy of the pair with the amplify and forward CD scheme, and the optimal locations of the partner for minimizing the energy consumption of the source are x = 0.58 and x = 0.50 for the OPA and the EPA, respectively. Fig. 4(b) shows that the saved unit energy of the cooperative pair for both powerallocation schemes is maximized when x = 1. From a user's point of view, its optimal partner's location is close to the midpoint between itself and the destination; on the other hand, to maximize the total energy saving for the pair of users, the two users should be collocated. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , for the case of the regenerate and forward CD scheme, the maximum unit energy is minimized when x = 0.65 and x = 0.57 for the OPA and the EPA, respectively, and the behavior of the saved unit energy in Fig. 5(b) is similar to that of the amplify-andforward-based CD scheme.
A two-dimensional plot of cooperative region of both the regenerate and forward and the amplify and forward schemes, considering the source's gain, is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 , respectively. The solid curves in the figures correspond to the case with OPA, and the dotted curves correspond to the case with EPA. It can be seen that the OPA enlarges the cooperativeregion contour with a fixed CD gain for the pair, particularly when the partner is far away from the source, and that their optimal power levels are quite different. The contours of the cooperative region in these figures can help locate the best partner of any user.
IV. MATCHING ALGORITHMS
Choosing pairs of cooperating users is known as matching problems on graphs [9] , [10] , [14] . Let G = {V, E} be a graph, where V is a set of vertexes, and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges between vertexes. Each mobile user in a cell is represented as a vertex. The (i, j)th edge e i,j ∈ E has a weight w(e i,j ), which depends on the matching algorithm. A subset S of E is called Our primary objective of matching is to maximize the total energy gained by cooperation in the network. The energy gain of the network is defined as the ratio of the sum of energy spent by the users when there is no cooperation to the sum of energy spent by the users with cooperation. Given the CD energy gain of any pair of users, how to maximize it in a radio cell by optimally grouping all the active users can be formulated as a nonbipartite maximum weighted (MW) matching problem, which can be solved in polynomial time O(n 3 ) using the state-of-the-art MW matching algorithm [15] . Due to user mobility and intermittent traffic, the matching algorithm should periodically be executed in real time. Thus, it is important to reduce the computational and implementation complexities of the matching algorithm without compromising too much energy gain. In addition, the MW matching algorithm requires the knowledge of all interuser channel information which is difficult to obtain. We prefer a simpler matching algorithm which can be executed in a distributed manner.
A worst-link-first matching algorithm that maximizes the total energy gain of the pair (WLF-MaxGain) is proposed in [8] . The WLF-MaxGain algorithm gives the user, which has the worse channel condition and the higher energy consumption rate, a higher priority to choose its partner. The computational complexity of the WLF-MaxGain algorithm is O(n 2 ). The WLF-MaxGain algorithm performs better than the Greedy matching algorithm in [16] for mobile networks while exhibiting a similar performance in the static networks.
For the cases of the MW and the WLF-MaxGain, the weight of a pair of users is the energy saved by cooperation between users i and j over no cooperation. If there is no energy saved, the two users will just use the non-cooperative scheme, and the weight of the edge linking them is zero. Thus, the weight is always non-negative, and a positive weight represents the energy gain of cooperation over no cooperation.
The question is whether using the energy gain of a pair as the weight is the best choice for the WLF matching. Consider a scenario with four users: Users u 1 and u 2 be collocated at the point x = 1, and users u 3 and u 4 be collocated at x = 0.5. Based on Fig. 4 , with the WLF-MaxGain, u 1 and u 2 will be grouped since the energy saved by them (w(e 1,2 ) ≈ 440 units) is the maximum among all pairs (w(e 1,3 ), w(e 1,4 ), w(e 2,3 ), w(e 2,4 ), and w(e 3,4 )), and u 3 and u 4 will be grouped thereafter. The total energy saved by the two pairs is around 440(1 + 0.5 α ) = 495 units. If u 1 is grouped with u 3 , and u 2 is grouped with u 4 , the total energy saved is around 265 × 2 = 530 units. Therefore, maximizing the energy saved by a pair does not lead to maximizing the energy saved in the network. Motivated by this example, we propose to use the maximum energy spent by the pair of users as a weight for matching, and we refer to this scheme as the WLF-MinMaxEnergy matching. The numerical results in the next section demonstrate that the performance of the WLF-MinMaxEnergy algorithm is very close to that of the optimal MW matching algorithm, and it outperforms the WLFMaxGain algorithm by a large margin.
The WLF matching algorithms are described as follows.
A. Worst-Link-First by Maximizing Gain (WLF-Maxgain)
The WLF-MaxGain matching algorithm proposed in [8] is given for easy reference.
1) The BS selects an unmatched user i with the worst channel quality among all unmatched users. 2) The BS selects an unmatched user j such that the energy gain w(e i,j ) provided by the cooperation of users i and j over no cooperation is the maximum one among all w(e i,k )'s, where k is an unmatched user other than i. 3) Repeat steps 1) and 2) until the number of unmatched users is less than two.
B. Worst-Link-First by Minimizing Maximum Energy
Since the WLF-MaxGain tends to maximize the energy saving by a pair of users, which is not necessarily the energy saving by the user with the worst link according to the results in Section III-C, we use the maximum energy spent by the cooperating users as the weight w(e i,k ). The matching algorithm of the WLF-MinMaxEnergy is similar to that of the WLF-MaxGain, except that the weights used for the pair of users being matched in step 2) are different: The BS selects an unmatched user j such that max(E
where k is an unmatched user other than i. Both the WLF-MaxGain and the WLF-MinMaxEnergy algorithms have a computational complexity of O(n 2 ). In step 2) of both algorithms, if it is difficult to obtain the instantaneous interuser-channel condition, the BS can use the location information and the cooperative region obtained in the previous section to choose the best partner for the user. In addition, the WLF algorithms can potentially be implemented in a distributed manner: Each user chooses its desired partner; if there is any conflict, the user far away from the BS (or has worst channel condition to the BS) has a higher priority. The unpaired users will continue to choose their desired partners from the remained unpaired users, and the procedure repeats until we cannot pair any users among the remaining unpaired ones.
It is easy to prove that the distributed WLF matching result is stable. First, the algorithm terminates with at most N/2 iterations since each iteration will result in at least one pair. Second, for any unpaired user, it cannot break the existing pairs since at least one user of any existing pair has a higher priority than the unpaired user. Third, for any two pairs of users (u 11 , u 12 ) and (u 21 , u 22 ), they cannot exchange partners. Without loss of generality, we assume that u i1 has a higher priority than u i2 , for i = 1, 2, and that u 11 has a higher priority than u 21 . Since u 11 has the highest priority among all users, it can choose its desired partner u 12 , and no other users can choose u 12 . Thus, the matching is stable.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We present the numerical results of the three matching algorithms with the OPA and the EPA for both the CD schemes in a network. We simulate a wireless network where the coordinates of the BS are (0, 0). The N users are randomly placed on a unit disk centered at the BS, as shown in Fig. 1 . Both the interuser channels (channels between two users) and the channel between a user and the BS are assumed to have a quasi-static flat Rayleigh fading. We assume that the BS can track the user locations and, thus, estimate their pairwise distances and average CSIs, which are inversely proportional to d α . By substituting P b1 = P b2 = 10 −3 , B = 128, N 0 = 1 unit power/Hz, and α = 3, the average energies required for no cooperation and with cooperation are calculated. Matching is performed by the BS according to the n 2 weights, and the users will be grouped according to the matching results. The weights used in the MW and the WLF-MaxGain matching algorithms are the CD energy gains of each pair of users using the OPA strategy, and the weights used in the WLFMinMaxEnergy matching algorithm are the maximum energy levels of the pair of cooperative users. Since cooperation is not always beneficial, a pair can choose not to cooperate if there is no CD energy gain for them, and they communicate with the BS using the conventional noncooperative scheme.
Cell CD gain, which is the energy gain of a cell with user cooperation over a cell without user cooperation, is defined as
where the first K users are paired to have cooperation and the remaining (N − K) users have no partners. Since
bi is a constant independent of matching, G CD is maximized when
is minimized. Different user deployments are generated by using different random seeds. We change the number of active users in the network from 10 to 100 in order to consider both the low-and high-density scenarios. The average energy gain versus the number of users is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for both the amplify and forward and the regenerate and forward CD schemes, respectively.
In the figures, the solid curves are those with OPA, and the dotted curves are those with EPA. Both figures show that with the MW or the WLF-MinMaxEnergy matching algorithm, the OPA can enhance the total energy gain by about 0.5 to 1 dB (or around 10%-25% improvement) over the EPA. The gap for the regenerate and forward CD scheme is larger than that for the amplify and forward CD scheme.
With the WLF-MaxGain matching algorithm, the difference in performance between the two power allocation schemes is negligible, particularly when the number of users in the cell is large. This is because, with the WLF-MaxGain algorithm, the BS tends to choose a partner close to the user for cooperation to maximize their cooperative energy gain. When the two users are close, their OPA result is similar to that of the EPA. On the other hand, the figures show that the performance of the WLF-MinMaxEnergy is close to that of the optimal MW matching algorithm when the OPA scheme is used. For the amplify and forward CD scheme, the performance of the WLFMinMaxEnergy with the EPA is much worse. This is because the BS tends to choose a partner sitting close to the midpoint between the user and the BS, and the results with EPA and OPA are quite different. The numerical results also demonstrate that the WLF-MaxGain performs much worse than the WLFMinMaxEnergy, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Furthermore, the average G CD increases with the number of users in the low user density region and saturates in the higher user density region.
In summary, the numerical results demonstrate the importance of the combination of the power allocation and the partner selection. In order to achieve a high energy gain for the cell, the combination of OPA with the WLF-MinMaxEnergy matching algorithm is more desirable.
VI. RELATED WORK
Most of the power allocation strategies for the CD schemes reported in the literature [1] , [3] - [7] minimize error performance of the CD schemes for a fixed total power. These can be classified as fixed sum energy allocation, in which the power distribution among the source and relays is studied. These works mainly focus on the error probability reduction or coverage extension. We have proposed an optimum powerallocation strategy, which is different from the previous work, by minimizing the power consumption of the pair of users to ensure their BEP requirements (which might be different for different applications). This means that the power allocation not only finds the ratio among the partners but also minimizes the total energy consumption.
For the user grouping problem, in [12] , a cooperating partner is chosen based on whether the cooperation can result in an improved frame error rate or throughput. In a multihop wireless sensor networking environment, a partner selection strategy is given in [13] based on the number of packets transmitted. The partner selection in [12] and [13] is based on optimizing the performance of a single user or a pair of users. On the other hand, centralized matching algorithms, such as minimal weighted, Greedy, and random, are presented for CD networks, and average outage probability given by matching is studied in [9] . In contrast, we propose a partner selection algorithm that enhances not only the individual user performance but the network performance as well. The proposed partner selection algorithm can be used in a centralized or distributed networking environment.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have derived OPA strategies for both the regenerate and forward and the amplify and forward CD schemes, with and without the EPA constraint, and studied the optimal location of a partner. Based on the analytical results, we have also proposed a nonbipartite stable matching algorithm that can achieve a close to optimal CD gain in a wireless cellular network. We have demonstrated the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed WLF-MinMaxEnergy matching algorithm using the OPA strategy. It is shown that a 9∼10 dB CD gain can be achieved, which is equivalent to prolonging the cell phonebattery recharge time by about ten times. 
